
 

 

FREDERICK MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY INTRODUCES FREDERICK MUTUAL SECURE® HOME  

For Immediate Release Frederick, MD – February 10, 2022 

A new year has brought new personal lines products at Frederick Mutual Insurance Company. The newly 

released Frederick Mutual Secure® Home and Personal Umbrella policies offer an array of coverage 

options and extension endorsements, a simple quoting process for agents which incorporates the 

e2Value dwelling replacement cost estimator, and ISO loss reporting. “Frederick Mutual has transformed 

its Homeowner product and partnered with PL Rating, a comparative rating platform, that will allow our 

independent agents to have direct access to the Frederick Mutual quoting platform through the 

comparative rater process,” says Nancy Newmister, President & CEO of Frederick Mutual Insurance 

Company, “the brand-new Frederick Mutual Secure® Home policy is available to qualified homeowners in 

Maryland, Pennsylvania and Virginia”.  

“I am very pleased with the new Frederick Mutual Secure Home Product. The coverages and features of 

the policy are very updated. Our clients like all of the features and extra coverages offered such as the 

Service Line coverage and Matching Siding and Roofing coverages." - Anne, General Insurance Group 

(Maryland) 

“Our agency is fairly new to Frederick Mutual and the Secure Home product. We find it to be incredibly 

competitive in our market with additional coverage options that we previously did not have. The UW 

process is reasonable and the customer service, exceptional" - Jon, Tobash Insurance (Pennsylvania) 

“I deal with multiple quoting platforms, and I have found that Fredrick Mutual has one of the most user-

friendly systems!” - Kristin, Steve Love Insurance Agency (Virginia) 

Founded on December 15, 1843, Frederick Mutual (FMIC) has continuously operated for 179 
years as a mutual insurance company serving policyholders in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, 
Delaware, D.C., and North Carolina. FMIC works with respected local independent agents who share the 
company’s values.  
 
For more information on Frederick Mutual visit www.frederickmutual.com. 

http://www.frederickmutual.com/

